Media Consumption Data in Pakistan for
Freedom Network

Top 10 News Websites in Pakistan
Total News Website
Ranking
Audience
1
Dawn.com
2
Jang.com.pk
3
Thenews.com.pk
4
Express.pk
5
Express.com.pk
6
Tribune.com.pk
7
Geo.tv
8
Dailypakistan.com.pk
9
DunyaNews.tv
10
Nawaiwaqt.com.pk

Monthly Traffic on the Website
NA

4.96
4.22
3.15
2.72
2.72
2.59
2.47
2.01
1.39
0.29

Notes
1. Source: Web Analytics Data from Similar Web (a website Ranking compnay).
Ranking based on data received on 3rd January, 2019 and editions done by
Gallup to remove News Aggregators from the list.
2. The numbers represent average monthly visits to these websites from Pakistan.
The numbers do not represent unique individuals and therefore can be best
understood as visits rather than visitors to the websites.
3. This is not a Gallup Pakistan data and therefore we can not verify its
authenticity.
Disclaimer
The information which would be provided by Gallup Pakistan does not constitute
financial or other professional advice and is general in nature. It does not take into
account users specific circumstances and should not be acted on for any
commercial purposes/ gains/ loses.

Whilst we have tried to ensure the accuracy and completeness of the contents of
our data, Gallup Pakistan or its agents/ employees cannot offer any undertaking or
guarantee, either expressly or implicitly, including liability towards third parties,
regarding how correct, complete or up to date the data is. We reserve the right to
supplement the provided data at any time. Gallup Pakistan accepts no liability for
any loss or damage howsoever arising out of the use of the provided data or
reliance on the content of the professional research service provided.

Gallup Pakistan shall not be liable for any indirect, consequential, or incidental
damages whatsoever (including, without limitation, those arising under a theory of
warranty, contract or tort or for loss of business revenue, profits, business
interruption, failure to realize savings, etc.) arising out of the use this data.

Indemnification by users of report. Users and readers of this data hold Gallup
Pakistan and its affiliates harmless from any and all loss, damage, liability and
costs, including attorney’s fees, resulting from any claim or demand by third
parties, arising from any misuse, disclosure or misrepresentation by Client with
respect to the Licensed Materials or Limited Excerpts.

